Carn Brea Parish Issues Consultation Full Report (inc. maps)

Consultation window: 06/04/2021 – 01/07/2021

Date of document release: 02/08/2021
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No.
1
2
3

Co ordinates
-5.27167177, 50.22401747
-5.238960358, 50.21054468
-5.258822302, 50.23824628

4

-5.258274054, 50.24017647

5
6
7

-5.25774467, 50.23670231
-5.255126459, 50.23989515
-5.258800386, 50.24150571

8
9
10

-5.263117669, 50.23060815
-5.261658547, 50.234122
-5.256422875, 50.23565922

11
12

-5.261375307, 50.223909
-5.266636727, 50.23538472

13
14

-5.25860347, 50.2084258
-5.257705939, 50.21859982

15

-5.242982285, 50.20875539

16

*This comment was left on a
physical leaflet* - ref:’A’
*This comment was left on a
physical leaflet* - ref:’C’

17

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment

The assessment criteria have been applied too narrowly in assessing communities
other than Four Lanes/West Tolgus. Eg. Tregajorran has the largest shop in the parish
just across the road yet scores a No on shop accessibility?? Carnkie has Pencoys
School less than a mile away yet also scores a No??
This the area that my field has been cut in half & would like the boundary to include
al the field
Make this a lot lot bigger!
As already mentioned these roads are not suitable for a lot of traffic and can not
see how you would get around tis as buildings are already beside road
Development needs to be stopped!
not my area
Some people are happy to live in a town, and a lot of empty shops could be repurposed for housing. Businesses in towns would benefit too. Houses should be only
for locals not second homes or let-to-buy landlords to make even more money.
I don't know this area well, but if local approval has been accepted + the land
management + development considerations really will be considered then ok
If Shuffley Valley is developed any further, it will be a village in its own right.
Probably too late, but there is scope to make West Tolgus more discrete and
defined rather than ribbon development on Merritts Hill.
Who are these houses for? Where will they work? Where is the infrastructure: the
sewage, doctors, plumbers, electricians, school?
Plan SW 6642-67 7490. The field has been cut in half!!
Merritts Hill is already too congested. Further development in these field will increase
the traffic and associated hazards. Also this would join Illogan to Tolgus. These fields
should not be developed and hence should not be within the development
boundary. This will bring unacceptable traffic load to the already congested Merritts
Hill.
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No.
1

Co ordinates
-5.238909852
50.2039369

2

-5.243576896

50.21261072

3

-5.263414269

50.22136408

4
5
6

-5.248419891
-5.243613373
-5.24455751

50.20640915
50.20393708
50.20333277

7

-5.251080642

50.20657396

8

-5.260478486

50.22302344

9

-5.248886543

50.218603

10

-5.249647269

50.21003464

11

*This comment was left on a
physical leaflet* - ref:’D’

12

*This comment was left on a
physical leaflet* - ref:’E’

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment
The assessment criteria have been applied too narrowly in assessing communities
other than Four Lanes/West Tolgus. Eg. Tregajorran has the largest shop in the parish
just across the road yet scores a No on shop accessibility?? Carnkie has Pencoys
School less than a mile away yet also scores a No??
The assessment criteria have been applied too narrowly in assessing communities
other than Four Lanes/West Tolgus. Eg. Tregajorran has the largest shop in the parish
just across the road yet scores a No on shop accessibility?? Carnkie has Pencoys
School less than a mile away yet also scores a No??
The assessment criteria have been applied too narrowly in assessing communities
other than Four Lanes/West Tolgus. Eg. Tregajorran has the largest shop in the parish
just across the road yet scores a No on shop accessibility?? Carnkie has Pencoys
School less than a mile away yet also scores a No??
Enough is enough overdeveloped already
not my area
All development should be within the boundary, and 100% affordable for local
people only.
I imagine some housing is necessary - affordable housing for locals, that is. If ancient
woodland, Cornish hedges etc can be retained would be beneficial.
Extending towards Piece will have negative impact on view from that direction – loss
of visual amenity and loss of environment.
Instead?, two fields down near Pencoys (marked) are more in keeping with
“rounding off” principle.
Village should not extend along Loscombe Road in ribbon development.
Encroaches on Bronze Age landscape on the Carn, and negative impact on view.
Concerning the field attached and belonging to Cobweb Cottage. Cobweb
Cottage’s footprint consists of main house, garage conversion (as highlighted in
white) & Reid to the side, purchased 20 years ago from the farm.
Concerning the Rosemount Penventon TCE. Four Lanes TR166QX. Rosemount is
between 17, Penventon TCE. And the bungalow Chyianne. We did a pre app a
while ago. For infill through SPS. We are hoping to get planning etc. sorted out shortly
with Chris Moreford.
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26, 70
21, 31,
36, 54

No.
1

Co ordinates
-5.252911292

50.24178069

Comment
I walk in this area a lot because of its outstanding countryside and nature

15

2

-5.26327249

50.23304496

I also walk here often

3

-5.246317802

50.23364747

i walk this way often to visit friends

4

-5.263577244

50.23297593

Used regularly and not always tidy

5

-5.25260571

50.2198642

6

-5.237099496

50.21007868

7

-5.232152348

50.23423184

8

-5.251373463

50.20375835

Use at least once a month

9

-5.255202201

50.20487862

Use at least once a month

10

-5.235183371

50.20949946

Use at least once a month

11

-5.262531499

50.20998952

Use at least once a month

12

-5.255749164

50.21432986

Use at least once a month

13

-5.230151316

50.20676902

Use at least once a month

14

-5.239887249

50.21278978

Use at least once a month

15

-5.251264071

50.20879936

Use at least once a month

16

-5.242840847

50.20382837

Use at least once a week

17

-5.247435333

50.20025734

18

-5.254795146

50.23726241

Used to use this path regularly but one of the neighbours (house next to the main
road, west of the path) lets his aggressive dog out onto it so not used for a while.
i regularly use this area

19

-5.243420942

50.22617911

A pleasant way to access Carn Brea

20

-5.241993472

50.22153562

It's nice to walk around the Monument and see nice countryside views

21

-5.26734701

50.22131876

Why isn't Heartlands connected to Carn Brea?

22

-5.258494872

50.24034241

I don't walk this once a month, but it is a real asset to the neighbourhood.

23

-5.263960208

50.23180129

24

-5.253417335

50.23732312

This path is a genuine asset to the local comunity and as such is well worth
retaining and conserving.
I use it regularly

25

-5.251167005

50.22473159

use

26

-5.247048537

50.22254577

use

27

-5.280346367

50.22536531

use this

28

-5.259173321

50.22269635

use this

29

-5.243210874

50.2236836

30

-5.263057785

50.22374436

use this

31

-5.267176253

50.22119916

use this

32

-5.252805032

50.22197684

use this

33

-5.267269855

50.22503188

use thise

34

-5.27205473

50.21669248

Access to Brea Village away from the road

35

-5.26150374

50.22184124

36

-5.267213295

50.22111489

Great Flat Lode is a good walk but lots of rubbish in the surrounding area spoils the
walk
Useful to cross the railway as no pavement on the road

37

-5.257129754

50.22023899

makes a good walk

38

-5.253426408

50.23696911

39

-5.254563607

50.22453554

I use this track and steps regularly. The steps down to Tolskithy valley are in need of
maintenance.
I walk this way most days with my dogs

40

-5.247637093

50.22405646

I walk this way most days with my dogs

41

-5.24258261

50.2246553

I walk this way most days with my dogs

42

-5.24961711

50.22457537

43

-5.239597949

50.20461052

44

-5.255143183

50.23871071

Walked regularly

45

-5.252535192

50.24113858

Walk this path regularly throuout the year.

46

-5.252050982

50.23366082

Because it's the answer?

47

-5.249347777

50.22516345

Because it's the answer?

48

-5.244634439

50.22231293

Because it's the answer?

49

-5.26332754

50.22346894

I frequently use this path as part of my exercise route

50

-5.258691709

50.22272586

Another part of my normal daily exercise route

51

-5.272615698

50.21347856

I use this path a lot

52

-5.253758922

50.22458777

I uae this path for exercise most days

The marker represents the centre of the area that we use on a daily basis, ie all of
the paths on and around Carn Brea . Most of the others paths to the S, E and W of
Carn Brea we use at least once a month.

use

Ride my bike

16

53

-5.26706425

50.22479042

Part of daily exercise route

54

-5.267344709

50.2213811

Part of daily exercise route

55

-5.244457151

50.19902298

Again this is a path that I use.

56

-5.242956387

50.22249367

Another well walked pathway

57

-5.252711355

50.20190492

This is a walk that I do.

58

-5.25252376

50.20856872

Another pathway that I walk.

59

-5.244491557

50.20179971

60

-5.245655962

50.22037938

61

-5.25273468

50.23423527

I walk here every day

62

-5.252105421

50.21990263

for leisure walking

63

-5.245079342

50.22244724

for leisure walking

64

-5.24998434

50.23228509

for leisure walking

65

-5.252040756

50.22495736

Frequently walk up to Carn Brea monument, along flat lode and surrounding paths

66

-5.247854031

50.23211819

Use this and other routes down to the valley

67

-5.248945191

50.22073646

68

-5.248853121

50.22055973

69

-5.257912326

50.22235725

we enjoy walking the great flat load

70

-5.247011738

50.22244478

my partner and I often walk up from Pool and across the carn and down the other
side

71

-5.250604915

50.20119211

72

-5.263578878

50.23166855

Often used and poorly maintained

73

-5.250552901

50.22074555

because I use it

74

-5.255919299

50.21950448

because I use it

75

-5.259604657

50.21995954

Because the question asked me to

76

-5.224365667

50.2127472

77

-5.260074449

50.21820373

78

-5.252435411

50.24215451

Used regularly

79

-5.256806049

50.23950634

Use regularly enroute to Redruth

80

-5.256706358

50.22300892

81

-5.25133

50.22499338

Walk / cycle here with my children

82

-5.246263816

50.22201666

Walk / cycle here with my children

83

-5.244609552

50.21996592

Walk / cycle here with my children

84

-5.239853542

50.22264509

Walk / cycle here with my children

85

-5.24243833

50.22449727

Walk / cycle here with my children

86

-5.243834115

50.2259525

Walk / cycle here with my children

87

-5.251592539

50.23204508

Walk here with my children

88

-5.247508574

50.23191281

Walk here with my children

89

-5.25340189

50.23614543

Walk here with my children

90

-5.255779895

50.23898901

Walk here with my children

91

-5.253091715

50.24332019

Walk here with my children

92

-5.24585025

50.23442467

Walk here with my children

93

-5.24657399

50.22519182

Walk here with my children

94

-5.240112021

50.22585328

Walk here with my children

95

-5.27151654

50.22328502

96

-5.263192533

50.22315188

We cannot comment on this, we are not in that area

97

-5.262568232

50.22674659

98

-5.273181341

50.22648032

The path over Carn Brea to the railway bridge to Piece and Carnkie, The Great Flat
Lode, around south west Francis
From Killier's field to Morrison's car park.

99

-5.262360132

50.22621405

100

-5.252268524

50.20310223

101

-5.26137178

50.21524998

102

-5.246678233

50.21534162

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Most of these footpaths are regularly overgown. The connection between E. Pool
Park and Morrisons is often overflown with litter and hooded as is the footpath
between Moorfield Road and Cousin Jack Walk
Need a path/pavement linking the village to path 205/27/2. I risk death on a daily
basis due to speeding cars and lorries.
Path Nos. 205/27/2, 205/27/3, 205/24/3, B3297, 205/24/2, 205/24/1, 205/29/1,
205/32/1, Filfrish? Lane/Locumbe? Lane.
All, daily
22

17

10, 11

20, 22

18

No.
1

-5.252204846

Co ordinates
50.24178069

2

-5.238325265

50.21803436

3

-5.252016144

50.21026272

Comment
it is maintained by CCC but not often and more care is needed especially
regarding dog poo
This path leads from Church Coombe to Carnkie however there are many more
paths in the Parish which l feel should be maintained on a regular basis either by
Cornwall Council, The Parish Council or the Landownrers.
Path from Piece to Wheal Basset

4

-5.239053131

50.20781237

This path blocked by landowner

5

-5.243866661

50.19879037

6

-5.250401678

50.2260967

This path often inaccessible due to loose dog from house immediately west of path
and adjacent to main road (B3297)
It's an historic route

7

-5.263630741

50.23121117

8

-5.261002902

50.22181987

In my view all of the footpaths and bridle ways should be maintained. We often use
this one.
Great Flat lode - lots of rubbish in surrounding areas though

9

-5.267380241

50.22122171

Only safe way to cross the railway line as road has no pavement

10

-5.254486076

50.23717621

11

-5.25384586

50.2370934

12

-5.257184451

50.22261919

13

-5.241646594

50.22357737

This track leads to the steps which connect to Tolskithy valley. The track and the
steps should be maintained.
The steps to Tolskithy valley are in desperate need of maintenance. They now
resemble hurdles rather than steps and are very difficult to navigate for an
average person.
I use this regularly but I think all bridleways and footpaths are important and as
such all marked should be conserved, I would suggest most are used by walkers,
mountain bikers and horse riders
I use this pathway everyday but all pathways and bridleways are important for all
types of users, once these are lost they are gone forever, perhaps if some could be
lost it would be the ones that do not connect easily with other lanes or roadways.

14

-5.229746716

50.20047182

15

-5.237373074

50.1936354

16

-5.233972904

50.20001517

17

-5.216541382

50.20746285

18

-5.256449698

50.23565829

It links the Valley to Illogan and makes and good circular route

19

-5.250477658

50.22754534

20

-5.236575037

50.22170877

There is a footpath which continues at the end of this road, across Wilson way,
through metal railings,on each side of road, across the railway bridge, ending on
the flat lode path.
Walk / cycle here with my children

21

-5.235162928

50.22071016

Walk / cycle here with my children

22

-5.236129108

50.22151856

Walk / cycle here with my children

23

-5.27151654

50.22035581

same as above

24

-5.25923863

50.21795905

From Killier's field to Morrison's car park.

25

-5.27214084

50.22261931

26

-5.258538384

50.22815408

27

-5.241300302

50.20745706

28

-5.257376266

50.2125392

Connecting pathway between N Pool Road&Cousin Jack Walk (although is not
designated footpath) the connection between E.Pool Road& the back of
Morrison's car park. I personally used these two pathways for more than 20 years.
One other pathway is between the back of Rosmear Park Wheal Fortune hare.
With no pavement on B3297, and Deep Lane more a Deep pool, the ONLY
footpath out of the village is 205/35/1!.
EITHER open the access through Highway Farm to path 205/26/5, or add pavement
along Loscombe Road to 203/23/1, as at present pedestrians must risk our lives,
and traffic does NOT slow down for us!
“Deep Lane” linking B3297 to 216/11/1 as a swimming pool, just east of path
205/27/3 where Deep Lane turns right. Impassable all winter!
38

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

End of this pathway, but starts a track back to Four Lanes.
These two marks join together with a pathway, then back into Four Lanes

19

20

No.
1

-5.258327372

Co ordinates
50.23861794

Comment
I think a better pathway should link west tolgus to illogan and pool

2

-5.256914482

50.23440061

just want need one here

3

-5.251623425

50.21150545

Extremely dangerous for pedestrians, needs a path.

4

-5.256928962

50.21189048

Extremely dangerous for pedestrians, needs a path.

5

-5.26163284

50.21336058

Extremely dangerous for pedestrians, needs a path.

6

-5.244841089

50.20930019

7

-5.22876039

50.21028032

8

-5.267377732

50.22130569

Loscombe Hill - currently extremely dangerous for pedestrians, needs a path to
connect Carnkie and Four Lanes.
B3297 to Redruth - currently extremely dangerous for pedestrians, needs a path preferably all the way to Redruth.
Connecting Heartlands to Carn Brea, expanding the museum into a heritage
centre with guided walks to Carn Brea makes sense. If only tesco wasn't there
could have had a lovely pathway.

9

-5.248293952

50.2061197

10

-5.241308849

50.19892031

11

-5.266296491

50.22093171

12

-5.243239401

50.22955425

13

-5.250706522

50.21489634

The connection between Morrison's and East Pool park

14

-5.259119443

50.21092785

From village along B3297 to path 205/27/2.

15

-5.236845517

50.20906853

16

-5.255439403

50.22059513

At Gryllys(?) Farm, there is a concrete link between path 205/29/1 and 205/32/1,
currently marked “private”. I have marked on Appendix C, please adopt it.
From village along Loscombe Road to join 205/25/1. Unblock access from
Loscombe Rd through Highway Farm to 205/26/5.
48

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

There should be safe connectivity from Cowlins Mill to the footpaths surrounding
Carn Brea. This is widely used by people but there is no footpath along this stretch.

21

22

23

2, 4, 8, 15

24

No.
1

-5.263464779

50.23232712

2

-5.265451323

50.23182616

3

-5.263589404

50.23300872

4

-5.265412384

50.23188914

5

-5.246598473

50.2254685

6

-5.236599198

50.22659417

7

-5.256238468

50.23977293

8

-5.265277377

50.23184062

9

-5.246126405

50.22653926

10

-5.240075341

50.22640199

11

-5.253851167

50.23754347

12

-5.267060589

50.2201661

13

-5.242860521

50.20290348

14

-5.252793304

50.2340162

15

-5.265264449

50.23186982

16

-5.241635314

50.20004729

17

-5.251726857

50.23340258

18

-5.253958455

50.22960858

19

-5.260055809

50.2397958

20

-5.265416852

50.22878647

this has been made into a small wildlife area and somewhere to sit and reflect

21

-5.265050792

50.22899533

Already a haven for nature and it should remain that way

22

-5.253314725

50.22993819

23

-5.257568976

50.24096536

24

-5.244624851

50.23004912

I feel this is a area which is overlooked but would be a shame for it to be built
on,as they are slowly building on it. As this is a ideal area to keep for a animal
corridor to travel between areas.
Bat and hedgehogs live in the area between Merritts Hill and West Tolgus. Too
many trees and hedging have been cut back removing habitat fir all sorts of
wildlife and need protecting
Camborne-Redruth Hospital open green space is really nice and I walk here with
my children - (although more could be done to improve it for patients and
residents eg wildflower & tree planting)

25

-5.238669864

50.22232055

26

-5.246309279

50.22924611

27

-5.239764205

50.2275771

28

-5.246180049

50.22568269

29

Co ordinates

-5.24690961

50.2249551

30

-5.263211002

50.22568274

31

-5.265270939

50.22974602

32

-5.258687724

50.21695101

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment
Fairly small enclosed space, useful for elderly people walking dogs that do not wish
to be surrounded by numerous other dogs on the main field.
Valuable green space. Regularly used by dog walkers, children and families. This
area must stay!
Useful small piece of rough grass, useful habitat for insects.
Used regularly by local residents and even people driving to the location. Essential
to retain and maintain for everyone to use
I believe that Carn Brea is a SSSI. I would like to make sure that the boundaries of
the area are clearly defined. It would be helpful if this area (the SSSI) was inserted
on this map so that any extra spaces could be added.
The cemetery is a quiet space and a peaceful place for wildlife. It may already be
a protected space?
Moorfield green space - Owned by CBPC so should be protected from future
administrations attempting to sell for development.
North side of Carn Brea needs protecting as much as possible because Wilson Way
and the buildings and units spoil the view and create noise and light pollution
already and it needs to be mitigated before it gets any worse.
St. Euny's Holy Well. This is a heritage asset and ancient monument. Currently there
are two pylons a fence encroaching it.
Large piece of land of low agricultural value but well positioned to serve the
wildlife, community and maintain the heritage of the area.
Beautiful scenery, trees absorb pollution from A30
This open space is adjacent to a mugged used community centre. It is within a
substantial residential area and is used 9n a daily basis by people of all ages. It
would be a significant lose to the community if this space wasn't retained.
This land is needed by the farmer for his dairy herd feed, he is short of feed land. It
connect to Gryllis Farm which is organic and any pollutant would affect that. Plus it
is a green belt that stretches down to Camborne and gives clear views from the
Church
It is a lovely valley and great space for walking, cycling, horse riding. There are
mine workings from the past and it's a great area for wildlife, especially due to the
river running throug
Important for local wildlife, plant life and residents.

Camborne-Redruth Hospital open green space is really nice and I walk here with
my children - (although more could be done to improve it for patients and
residents eg wildflower & tree planting)
Field used for sheep and cattle grazing - no public access but provides a beautiful
outlook over to Carn Brea and is gives a rural feel to the village - it's important for
children to see farm animals in their community!
Think this designates the woodland - small piece of woodland with public access
that my children love running through!
Woodland alongside bridleway, my kids love climbing the trees next to the path
here.
As many as possible, both for wildlife and the mental and physical health of
humans.
The fields behind Higher Broad lane as far down as Stamps lane
The area bounded by Loscombe Road, Flat Lode trail, Wheal Buller equestrian
centre and Four Lanes current extent – lots of littl e-known archaeologically
important landscape hidden? Here from late Mesolithic to medieval.
38

25

26

No.
1

-5.245629196

Co ordinates
50.22036683

Comment
Wonderful view over the surrounding area.

2

-5.245024173

50.22558328

SE (i think) along the mining trail towards the mine stacks of Wheal Uny

3

-5.250375256

50.2206053

4

-5.254004074

50.23741442

All directions where views are over rural areas. The jewel in the crown of Carn Brea
Parish. Views from Carn Brea should be protected at all costs.
Marvelous view S over Tolskithy Valley to Carn Brea from '3 stacks' in West Tolgus.

5

-5.249188182

50.22076601

All views

6

-5.244578448

50.22250095

All views

7

-5.240104294

50.22644771

8

-5.277778702

50.22538956

9

-5.260443216

50.23716496

10

-5.253275523

50.23599195

The view of the Holy Well with the church in the background should have been
protected (S)
The view South towards Beacon and the large hill should be protected - for sucha
built up area of Cornwall, this kind of open view is very welcome
This area contains deer, hedgehogs, badgers, foxes, bats, rare bird species and
much much more. Any development would destroy what has become an
important ecological site
North

11

-5.25618266

50.2378514

12

-5.269870058

50.22038637

Unique mine buildings. view should be 360 as it currently is.

13

-5.260845924

50.23734198

14

-5.248760312

50.22010388

I can see Carn Brea from my house, it should remain that way. No development in
the adjacent fields should obstruct block this view .
The views here from all angles are important, please keep them clear

15

-5.254938014

50.22932605

This valley is beautiful please keep it as it is.

16

-5.25705571

50.23742447

17

-5.245196948

50.22204246

Stunning views of Carn Brae. These views have already been lost to the properties
opposite, and facing south, since ours was constructed. I understand their
annoyance. My benefit of the views is at their loss.
Goes without saying that the views from the Castle are stunning

18

-5.275038156

50.217293

19

-5.256159128

50.2355986

20

-5.269221688

50.22028079

The old tin mines need to be preserved and promoted as a tourist attraction

21

-5.242213258

50.19962876

The view is panoramic stretching from NW to SW. It is, as I understand, protected?
for the St Andrews church as there right to a view. Its also important land for the
farmer who rents it.

22

-5.259907671

50.23961015

23

-5.265108448

50.22164741

24

-5.25473239

50.23778635

25

-5.258057386

50.22275955

Views from the bottom of Tregajorran to the SW,SSW to the hills and land behind
whitecross hill
3 stacks is a well known spot and basically what West Tolgus is known for. Should be
kept as this is one of the areas which you want to allow more building. It's a focal
point from a large area.
carn brea meadow much needed multi use community space

26

-5.246627018

50.21933605

All of Carn Brea views!

27

-5.24272514

50.22430525

28

-5.264857334

50.21636114

29

-5.262024737

50.21848833

On the bridleway heading south along the foot of Carn Brea there is a great view
looking East over Carn Brea Village from here where you can see the heathland
and engine houses at Wheal Uny.
As many as possible both for locals and visitors, but particularly the views from the
footpaths around Carn Brea.
Steep slopes – and their tops – S D? development, should not extend along
Loscombe Road to where it could be seen from Piece, so Carnkie looking S. or
mast looking N.
41

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

SE

Stunning views
stunning views and more tin mines to preserve

27

No.
1
2

Co ordinates
-5.254470971
50.21947978
None – answer left as ‘comment’
No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment
All my land was compulsorily purchased by SWRDA.
We own this land but it is not available.
61

28

29

No.
1

-5.272205784

Co ordinates
50.228171

Private residence with large garden

2

-5.263555783

50.22117998

trees are very important , we would be happy to have them planted on the edges of
our fields
57

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment

30

No.
1

Co ordinates
-5.244321736

50.22556685

2

-5.24328725

50.22643549

3

-5.260890467

50.23702437

4

-5.260219523

50.23704694

5

-5.265584287

50.22177643

6

-5.241868965
50.20546106
No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment
Carn Brea Farm has two unused fields at present. They are both East facing and
sloping so may not be ideal for Play Equipment or Allotments, but would be
suitable for Tree Planting (or even a community orchard?) The land is owned by Mr
R Woodman of Carn Brea Farm.
Second field
Across the road from my bungalow is some waste land that when the estate was
originally built, was meant to be a tree filled seating area for residents. It is currently
wasted and while it has well established trees, there is land here that could be
used for play equipment, additional trees or community facilities.
The seven fields in this area are full of wildlife such as deer, badger and fox. Limited
tree planting would be ideal here and would add to the habitat, but not
allotments or play equipment.
waste land owned by Heather Powell suitable for tree planting
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34

35

36

No.
1

Co ordinates
-5.249832189

50.22158131

LCA Carn Brea Rounded Hill

2

-5.248096368

50.22942087

This is industrial/urban

3

-5.248470774

50.23145669

this is urban

4

-5.272505484

50.21774771

This should not be urban designation

5

-5.254934468

50.23389812

Invasive Japanese weeds need to be controlled both on LA land and private. If this
is not controlled the whole character of the valley could be jepodised
51

No. of users answering ‘skipped’:

Comment
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